A RHETORICAL ANALYSIS OF THE HORROR FILM JAWS
A Rhetorical Analysis Of Jaws Jaws is horror film based on the beaches of a small island town called Amity. Within the
waters of these beaches lies a killer shark.

Parallelism The most effective use of parallelism in Jaws is also one of the most unusual and creative
examples of the device. There's a problem with this paper. What hooks you? After the terrorizing of several
people by this ruthless shark, Chief Martin Brody takes it upon himself to gather a small group of people and
get rid of this shark. Climax When Sheriff Brody blows up the shark by shooting at an oxygen canister lodged
in its mouth. For example, Steven Spielberg uses signature works in many of his films that allow viewers to
categorize them as his own. One of the most famous movements that he composed for important movies are
for, Jurassic Park, Jaws, E. Who wrote this essay? Movie Analysis of "Jaws". It brings out the effectiveness of
psychoanalysis method and shows the risks and dangers encountered when entering the unconscious mind.
This allows our team to focus on improving the library and adding new essays. I believe that the film is mainly
aimed towards males because the woman depicted in the film poster is naked and could be considered
attractive by the male gender. Jaws was also instrumental in transforming summer into a peak time for
releasing movies expected to be hits, which it had never been before, based on the assumption that people
don't want to waste warm summer days inside dark cinemas. Spielberg, a famous Hollywood style director,
was born in Ohio. Representation The poster represents a shark attack however, the victim is clearly unaware
of her pending fate. This movie brings out the theories, techniques, and the central characters in the early
history of psychoanalysis. Together these three go out in search of this menacing beast to kill it and bring
order back to this small Island Town. Paradox The greatest paradox of Jaws it that it succeeded in demonizing
sharks for decades and scared millions from the water based on irrational fear of sharks, despite the fact that
the man-eater itself enjoys only four minutes of actual onscreen time throughout the whole movie. The
intensity of this film is added by Steven Spielberg's use of directing. The poster creates atmosphere and
tension by using the picture alone.

